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COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

 » Majority of community-desired, commercial developments are neigh-
borhood projects (between $.5mm and $10mm; less than 30,000 sf)

 » Black developers of these projects want to hold them for their business, 
long term

 » Black developers don’t have the personal wealth/equity or amount of 
development experience currently required for mainstream funding and 
the luxury to afford to piece together multiple and uncertain funding 
sources

 » They need time to develop property, build business, stabilize both
 » They need to be able to efficiently and reliably secure 90-95% of  
financing

 » These all assume that the black developer has a revenue model that 
expects to have revenues exceed expenses; and to put excess revenue 
back into the enterprise and pay debt (profit or non-profit)

What are the 

problems 

that these 

prototypes 

are trying to 

solve?

BACKGROUND & METHODS

The foundation for this work and the dimensioning of the problem came from conversa-
tions with an array of local actors and institutions, such as Neighborhood Development 
Corporation, Northside Economic Opportunity Network, Lake Street Council, Lake Street 
Leadership Recovery Coalition, Minneapolis Foundation, and Twin Cities LISC, who have 
been working to scale commercial development in critical cultural corridors for decades.  
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Efforts to raise capital and awareness around this issue after George Floyd’s murder, such 
as Restore/Rebuild/Reimagine, the Community Asset Transition (CAT) funds and later 
Main Street resources from the State, all contributed to the identification of at least 100 
community-priority projects.  Kate Speed at LISC, who has helped harness and deploy CAT 
and Main Street funds, worked with D’Angelos Svenkeson at NEOO Partners to help us 
categorize and dimension the resources needed to complete them. 

With that foundation, a broad array of data was collected through five months of intensive 
Working Group meetings (June-October) and associated research and support by subject 
matter experts. The Working Group was comprised of 30+ participants reflecting financial 
institutions, government, philanthropy, corporations, nonprofits and community members 
long working in this field. Data included, but was not limited to, a comprehensive assess-
ment of the current conditions, barriers to achieving desired outcomes, existing solutions, 
and interviews with current actors across sectors.  Useful summaries of data raised and 
considered especially as to obstacles to be overcome through solutions can be found in 
Working Group meeting summaries.

At Working Group “design sessions” in October, members engaged in a user-centered pro-
cess to rapidly develop proposed prototypes that addressed the Working Group problem 
statement. Following that session, subject matter experts synthesized Working Group 
members’ ideas into a comprehensive suite of proposed prototypes. 

In November, detailed feedback on the proposed prototypes was provided by Working 
Group members from all participating sectors (Kate Speed, LISC-Twin Cities; Mike Lowe, 
Huntington Bank; Ken LaChance, Wells Fargo Bank; Jim Terrell, City of Minneapolis and 
Fortis Capital; and Marcq Sung, the McKnight Foundation) as well as Working Group co-
chairs.  

Finally, all Working Group members provided a final round of feedback in December 2022, 
and subject matter experts incorporated that feedback into final recommendations. 

CAPITAL PROTOTYPES: COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

What is the goal for this suite of prototypes?

 » An integrated system of capital that can efficiently package the financing needed 
for 60 Black-developed projects over next three years and many more of the same 
character, in perpetuity
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What is the integrated capital solution?

 » Special Purpose Credit Program Senior debt from financial institutions for 60% of 
costs (with guarantee) 

 » Junior debt from 3rd party financier for 35% of costs (funded with low-cost patient 
capital) with guarantee: and

 » Owner/developer equity for 5% of costs (potentially with 2% of it from recoverable 
grants) 

How would each element of the integrated capital solution work?

Special Purpose Credit Program Senior Debt:

 » Financial institution provides first mortgage for 60% of costs 

 » 10-year term, market rate of interest

 » Underwrites at ‘stabilized’ year plus two or three years, given 3rd party financier 
commitment of 35%

 » Possibly even spread risk among other financial institutions

 » Loan secured with credit enhancement equal to 10% of outstanding funds 

 » Credit enhancement would be removed upon achievement of key performance indi-
cators (KPIs) that had been agreed to upon inception of program.

 » Product would be offered without guarantee once KPIs met as critical part of re-
gional systems change.

Second Mortgage: 

 » Third party financier (entity managing the pool of low-cost patient capital) provides 
second mortgage

 » Can do debt or equity for 35% of costs (depending on owner intent)

 » 10-year term, market rate of interest

 » Underwrites at the year that the property is expected to be ‘stabilized’ (likely 2 or 3 
years beyond current industry norm)

 » Can delegate underwriting to community partners, financial institutions, CDFIs 

 » Third party financier may serve as a clearinghouse that houses the capital, match-
makes Black developers with development team expertise and technical assistance; 
helps secure market rent paying tenants 

 » Loan secured with credit enhancement equal to 20% of outstanding funds
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Owner/Developer’s Equity:

 » Owner/developer give/get 5%

 » Possibly able to access recoverable grant funds (a one-time, strategic investment) to 
supplement assets

What are the sources of funds for the Third-Party Financier? 

 » Investors with patience (at least ten-year term) seeking blend of social (growth of 
Black developers and community-desired commercial developments) and financial 
returns (market rate) 

• Could be raised in multiple ways, e.g., bond proceeds, private investment fund

 » Investments secured with credit enhancement equal to x% of outstanding funds (to 
be finalized at later stage)

• Credit enhancement could be provided by grants, guarantees, similar mecha-
nisms (on Financier’s balance sheet or not)

How would the Third-Party Financier work?

 » Financial institutions participating in GBC who are interested in providing the first 
mortgage would approach the Third-Party Financier or any delegated underwriter 
(may be first mortgage provider itself) about providing the second mortgage

 » The two institutions would agree upon the pre-defined process for using substan-
tially the same underwriting of the developer and the complete transaction, and 
maximizing other financing mechanisms that could further reduce costs and risks, 
e.g., Property Accessed Clean Energy  (PACE), tax increment financing (TIF), Green-
Bank (even if other financing mechanisms come in later to take out initial second 
mortgage, in part)

 » Closing would be simultaneous.

How will these prototypes take into account the potential that the transactions won’t 
have a lot of room for additional debt or ways to address operating challenges if oc-
curred in the first few years?

This would be addressed in four ways:

 » Capital: The junior debt (funded with impact investment dollars) would be available 
to address this in two ways: (1) The amount of principle repayments made on the 
junior debt would be made available to the developer as a line of credit if needed to 
address hiccups; and (2) additional junior debt might be extended under extenuat-
ing circumstances;
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 » Building developer capacity: We would be clear that this suite of products is meant 
for a set of developers that we believe are technically able to ‘leapfrog’ the current 
system and manage these types of risks; 

 » Augmenting development capacity: We would need to have a ready stable of ex-
perienced developers who could be added to the developer’s development team to 
provide expertise and confidence to lenders, as needed; and

 » Building a pipeline of market paying tenants: All of these risks are reduced the 
more the community can help the developer attract stable tenants willing and able 
to pay market rents.

What Other Elements Should be Addressed/Coordinated with this Prototype to increase 
its effectiveness?

 » Streamlined financing across all tranches to save time, money, risk

 » Coordinated site acquisition and land banking with local governments and partners

 » • Maximum use of complementary financing mechanism:

• PACE: property assessed clean energy

• TIF

• Green Bank, once developed

 » Matchmaking of experienced development teams and technical assistance

 » Matchmaking with market rent paying tenants to reduce risk

What additional context do we need to consider? 

 » This targets one of three categories of commercial development, that which we’ve 
defined as “neighborhood scale” (projects up to 30,000 sf).  

 » This is focused on increasing substantially the number of successful Black develop-
ers and is meant to provide the financing necessary to bridge from development to 
stabilization.  

 » This defers to later GBC phases:

 » Community-scale (30,000-50,000 sf) and Anchor scale (75,000+ sf) developments

 » Capital prototypes to attract equity at scale more appropriate to larger scale devel-
opments with more cash flow

 » Products that mirror, more closely, Minneapolis Commercial Property Development 
Fund (CPDF) and/or provide even longer-term financing (30-40 years) and even 
greater stability.  
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